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ONEOTA SITES
ON THE
UPPER IOWA RIVER

by
Mi/dred Mott Wede/
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IRON OBJECTS AND GLASS BEADS

I

Both iron objects and glass beads are definite indicators of contact between
Oneota people and European missionaries or traders.
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objects

Iron articles occurred at only three sites. A much rusted "large handmade
(Orr, 1936), 8 cm. long, had been.placed on the chest of Burial 4, Wool~:.)msite. At the Lane Enclosure ariiron fragment (Ae19-936, Fig. 17), prob..:-\ parr of a knife blade, was found in Trench F. It was in association with a
.. ::,::nrration of over a hundred shell tempered sherds, mosdy undecorated body
;'_f'(CS. but including some rims and handles of several Oneota pots, along with
, :·:.gment of antler, part of a sandstone arrow smoother, and a chunk of herna:.:: Surface depth was 30 inches. This was probably either a cache pit or a part
.: :nc refuse heap that lay just east of the circle.
At the O'Regan cemetery a badly corroded iron knife blade (Ae12-469, Fig.
-. occurred along with ear coils with Burial 133. With Burial (?) three iron
: :1.CS had been placed against pottery vessel 558. Two of the pieces were long,
-..n rnd twisted, one a 19 cm. straight length, and the other a 23.5 cm. curving
- ~:h. An iron bracelet and other articles were found with burials here before
c .onrrolled excavations began (Orr, n.d.)
'.1:~"

Glass beads.

Glass beads occurred with three O'Regan burials. \'V'ith Burial 116, in addit.) two brass ear coils, there were three blue opaque glass beads, 7 mm. in
i d/~.··;ctrr. The third was elongated but approximately the same size. With Burial
l')..O,l1t either ear and on the chest, were complete
and fragmentary specimens
I ofte:l blue spherical beads. Size varied, but the largest was 6 mm. in diameter.
, A 1h':Jrchip was the only other grave association. In the chest area of Burial
)l!·here two blue-purple spherical glass beads, 5 mm. in diameter.
Glass beads have been reported from the Weymiller terrace and Burke's
M4IInd also. They were definitely
in association with Oneota burials at the
f/yM cemetery on Bear Creek.
-hOt!
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POTTERY
Purrery was found at all the sites described in this report, either in village
or placed beside burials. No other objects made of clay were found. Sec:,:, modification of sherds is described later.
The sample on which this discussion of Upper Iowa River Oneota pottery
."'nl reflects directly the type of sites excavated. ~fhile it does not show the
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Figure 17. Iron, Brass/copper
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